
Provide easy access to 
research literature.

SciCloud eLibrary

Discover



The solution for seamless access to all your e-resources.

SciCloud eLibrary

Discovery & Authentication
Seamless access both remotely and on-campus, with the
shortest possible click-paths to download full text articles.

One Stop Search
Search all of the institution’s
content in one single place,

 including external e-resources
as well as library catalogues
and institutional repositories.

Browse
Browse journal and book titles

through an A to Z list and
subject categories.

Export
Export results in

different citation and data
formats for reuse with all of
the most common reference

management tools.

Analytics
Analytics to monitor usage and

optimise subscriptions.

Responsive Design
Full functionality across all devices

(desktops, laptops, tablets,
smartphones).

Customised
eLibrary pages

Promote your e-resources, training
material and the library overall with a

customised graphical design.
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Provide seamless access to all your 
e-resources! 

Raise the profile of your library

Manage your subscriptions more 
effectively 

Nurture your end user community 

Advantages of the 
Cloud eLibrary

www.knowledgee.com/products/scicloud-elibrary/

SciCloud provides its users with an outstanding experience 
for accessing research literature and other e-resources. To 
enable that, SciCloud offers the shortest possible click-paths 
to download full text articles.

Users access all resources seamlessly through the integration 
of SciCloud’s discovery services with your library catalogue, 
institutional repository and Single Sign On (SSO) 
authentication, including the option to use your local 
authentication mechanisms.

To make the most of your subscriptions, SciCloud provides 
detailed analytics. This includes statistical breakdowns per 
user and organisational unit, and charts on how the usage 
and denials develop over time per e-resource down to 
individual journal and book titles. Based on this granular, 
evidence-based knowledge of your own institution’s 
usage, your library can take more effective decisions on 
your subscription investments. 

SciCloud enables you to communicate effectively with your 
end users and nurture the local community of knowledge 
workers af�liated with your institution. You can present 
any news on your own SciCloud eLibrary pages as well as 
send out newsletters to the users to inform them about 
new trials, subscription changes and training events.

Furthermore, the users’ behaviour is continuously tracked 
by SciCloud, with the aim to over time provide more and 
more relevant recommendations through machine learning 
on what to read or do, to better progress the research.

SciCloud offers out-of-the-box e-library pages including 
dedicated support for promoting e-resources, training 
material and the library overall. The library can easily edit 
the content for each page and make it available publicly or 
only towards users that are logged in. The graphical design 
of the e-library pages can also be customised. SciCloud can 
thus play an important role in strengthening your 
institution’s overall pro�le as a workplace designed to 
provide an outstanding service to its end user community.



Contact Knowledge E today at info@knowledgee.com for more information on any of our services:

Different countries,
similar needs

Knowledge E’s eLibrary solution allows 
our users across the country to access 

critical medical information at the 
point of care. With over 200 medical 
sites spread across the Sultanate of 

Oman, covering thousands of doctors, 
nurses, and other health professionals, 

we needed this robust solution to 
empower our users to access a wealth 
of information at their fingertips and 
at critical moments for the patients’ 

healthcare!

Dubai Health Authority/Rashid Medical 
Library started the process of building an 

eLibrary with Knowledge E, and their 
team-based approach was truly 

instrumental in translating our vision into 
the platform that is now used daily by 

hundreds of our healthcare professionals. 
Access to our resources is now seamless, 
at the library or anywhere else and the 
results are more usage of our content 

and more satisfied users. 

It has been a pleasure to collabo-
rate with the Knowledge E team. 

The delivery of Knowledge E’s new 
eLibrary solution was very smooth 
and now provides a user-friendly 

one stop shop with seamless Single 
Sign On access for our users to all 

of the e-resources we have 
subscribed to. 

Dr. Said Alghenaimi – Ministry of Health 
elibrary Task Force Chairperson 

SciCloud eLibrary - the solution for
seamless access to all your e-resources.

KnE Publishing - get your scholarly,
open access content peer-reviewed

and made available online.

KnE Learning - your place for expert 
learning solutions.

Dr. Abdul Ali Shah, Manager Clinical 
Effectiveness & Quality Assurance, 

Primary Health Care Corporation 

Bakheet Beshtawy – Head of Rashid 
Medical Library, Dubai Health Authority  
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